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Abstract
Introduction: Since November 2019, coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has continued to spread across the world in an unpredictable way. In December 2020,
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued Emergency Use Authorizations for two mRNA-based vaccines for prevention of COVID-19 including the BNT-162b2
or Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. The window period of the vaccine eﬃcacy and baseline patients’ characteristics remain factors to be taken into consideration in all cases.
Clinical presentation: A 92-years old lady known to have a history of severe Aortic Stenosis (AS), bedridden years ago received her first BNT-162b2 shot as per country
protocol. Five-days later, a routine lab-test revealed hypereosinophilia. Ten-days after vaccination, patient developed a low-grade fever 38.2 with cough, tachycardia of
160bpm and SpO2= 95% on 2 liters of oxygen. She was dehydrated and had oliguria. CT-scan revealed a bilateral pleural effusion with no other relevant findings and EKG
was in favor of rapid atrial fibrillation (AFib) of 160 bpm, back to sinus after digoxin 0.25mg IV. COVID-PCR came back positive, and patient was discharged home by
the COVID-19 team for symptomatic treatment and follow up. Two-days later, patient became sicker with shortness of breath, loss of appetite and higher fever. She was
admitted then, and lab-tests revealed very high levels of hepatic and pancreatic enzymes in addition to high levels of cardiac-enzymes revealing cardiac injury. Moreover,
inflammatory labs were high and same for her creatinine levels revealing a cardiorenal syndrome. Patient was on corticosteroids and hydration for several days with
improvement of her vital signs and lab-tests with hepatic enzymes close to normal values but an increase in WBC with CRP levels remaining low. Neurologic status was
poor. CT brain revealed a small ischemic stroke on the left side with weakness and hemiparesis on the right. Echocardiography revealed a decrease in LV function with
global hypokinesis. After 1week, the neurologic status of the patient declined, and invasive ventilation was needed. 3 days after intubation patient died.
Conclusion: Cardiorenal syndrome is possible after a first dose of covid-19 vaccine. That is why masking and social distancing should be maintained to prevent fully
immunized subjects from acting as human vectors to non-immunized ones. No protection for patients after first shot of vaccine within the window of 12 day.
Learning objectives
- Masking and social distancing should be maintained to prevent contracting COVID-19 and thereafter to prevent immunized subjects from acting as human vectors
- The presence of eosinophilia right after a COVID-19 vaccination should rather be attributed to the vaccine than to the disease, because of the demonstrated
protective role of that eosinophilia.
- There is no protection before the 12th day of the first vaccine dose, with a gradual improvement thereafter before reaching 70% protection on the 21st day.
- The cardiovascular manifestations of COVID-19 include atrial arrhythmias as being the most frequent, with atrial fibrillation as the most common and ominous for
the patient’s outcome because it denotes an extensive myocardial injury.
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Introduction
Since November 2019, coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
has continued to spread across the world following a trajectory
that is difficult to predict. In December 2020, the US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) issued the Emergency Use
Authorizations for two mRNA-based vaccines for prevention
of COVID-19 including the BNT-162b2 or Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccine. A two-dose formulation of BNT162b2 in subjects 16
years or older was 100% effective against severe disease, and
95.3% effective against COVID-19 as defined by the FDA [1], with
a favorable safety and tolerability profile. The window period
of the vaccine efficacy and baseline patient’s characteristics
remain factors to be taken into consideration.

Case presentation
A 92-years old lady known to have a history of severe Aortic
Stenosis (AS) who previously refused any TAVI procedure,
chronic bilateral pleural effusion treated with diuretics,
Parkinson disease and bedridden many years ago received her
first BNT-162b2 shot as per country protocol. Five-days later,
a routine lab-test revealed normal White Blood Count (WBC)
but hypereosinophilia (9.5%; N=1-4%), normal creatinine
clearance, electrolytes, and CRP =11.2mg/l. Chest X-ray showed
only a moderate bilateral pleural effusion. Furosemide dosage
was increased for 2-3 days from 1 tablet 40mg to 2 tablets daily.
Ten-days after vaccination, patient had a low-grade
fever 38.2 with cough (known to have recurrent aspiration
pneumonia). She presented to the ER the same day with
dyspnea, tachycardia of 160bpm and SpO2= 95% on 2 liters of
oxygen. On physical examination, patient was dehydrated and
oliguric. She had bilateral crackles on lung auscultation and a
systolic murmur radiating to the carotid.

and hydration with 1L of saline with furosemide 80 mg/ day IV
for several days with improvement of her vital signs and lab
tests with hepatic enzymes close to normal values as well as a
decrease in troponin levels, CPK and an increase in WBC (maybe
due to steroids) with CRP levels remaining low, but neurologic
status remained poor [Table 1]. Abdominal ultrasound was done
to rule out any hepatic or biliary duct issues and reveled only
a mild congestion of the liver. In addition, she had some short
runs of atrial fibrillation but was on enoxaparin for secondary
prevention.
CT brain revealed a small ischemic stroke on the left side
with weakness and hemiparesis on the right. Echocardiography
was done revealing a decrease in LV function with global
hypokinesis and an EF= 40% on top of her severe AS and a
mildly congested liver. After 1week, the neurologic status of
the patient declined (Glasgow 4-5) and invasive ventilation
was needed. CT scan was repeated with no major decline in
pulmonary function or damage to the parenchyma (30%
involvement) [Figure 2-1b]. 3 days after intubation patient died
after proper cardiorespiratory resuscitation.

Discussion
This is an unusual case in its context, patient’s comorbidities,
and clinical evolution since she received BNT-162b2 vaccine,
then contracting COVID-19, until her death after a presenting
a cardiorenal syndrome. All these events were secondary to
COVID-19 infection associated with recent immunization.
First, it is well established that vaccinated subjects may play
the role of human vectors who transmit SARS-CoV2 to nonvaccinated contacts, so masking and social distancing should
be maintained [2]. A person is fully immunized 2 weeks after

A CT scan was done revealing a bilateral pleural effusion
with no other relevant findings. The most suspected diagnosis
was sepsis from aspiration pneumonia or a urosepsis because
patient had chronic urinary infection with ESBL. On lab test,
acute renal failure was noticed with creatinine= 2mg/dl and
CRP= 20mg/l. On Electrocardiogram, patient was in rapid Atrial
Fibrillation (AF) of 160 bpm, back to sinus after digoxin 0.25mg
IV [Figure 1].
COVID-19 PCR came back positive, and patient was
discharged home after stabilization of her vital signs by the
COVID-19 team for symptomatic treatment and follow up. Twodays later, patient became sicker with shortness of breath, loss
of appetite and higher fever. Chest CT scan was done revealing
bilateral pleural effusion with pulmonary congestion [Figure
2-1a] with a normal sinus rhythm.
She was admitted then to the covid floor and lab tests
revealed very high levels of hepatic and pancreatic enzymes
in addition to high levels of cardiac enzymes revealing cardiac
injury and probably a multiorgan failure due to the virus. WBC=
24100 103/UL, Creatinine= 4,03 mg/dl, SGOT= 6726 U/L, SGPT=
1419 U/L, LDH= 7426 U/L, creatine phosphokinase(CPK)= 2353
U/L, CKMB= 190U/L, Troponin T > 10000 ng/L, CRP= 53 mg/L.
Patient was on corticosteroids methylprednisolone 40mg daily

Figure 1: Paroxysmal Atrial fibrillation.

Figure 2: Chest-CT.
1a: Moderate chronic bilateral pleural effusion with no sign of consolidation.
1b: Bilateral pleural effusion with 30% pulmonary involvement.
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Table 1: Lab tests follow up of the patient.
5 days post vaccine

Discharge home

Admission covid floor

5 days after
admission

2 days after

One day before
death

8200

17500

24100

25100

25100

19300

Eosinophiles

9,5%

1.1 K/UL (0-0,5)

0,6

normal

normal

normal

Lymphocytes (20-50%)

21,4%

29%

7,4%

3,3%

3,7%

3,5%

1.63

1.32

1.33

WBC (103/UL)

Creatinine(mg/dL)

1

1,53

4,03

CRP (mg/dl)

11

11.48

53

Troponin T(ng/L)
(0-14)

11

108.4

>10000

5139

2230

500

CPK(U/L) (24-204)

60

72

2353

149

100

67

CKMB(U/L) (0-24)

20

31

190

41

GOT(U/L) (10-34)

11

20

6726

75

54

166

26
39

GPT(U/L) (10-44)

13

29

1419

234

152

82

LDH(U/L) (135-204)

130

200

7426

2600

200

200

Symptomatic
treatment

Methylprednisolone 40mg
Hydration= 1L saline
Furosemide IV 80mg
Betablockers
Enoxaparin per creatinine
clearance
Ceftriaxone 1g daily

Same treatment

Intubation with same therapy but
a switch to a broader spectrum
antibiotic Meropenem 1g q 12h

Same therapy

Medications

Patient’s
medications for AS

the second BNT-162b2 dose, before this time frame, infection
with SARS-CoV2 is possible.
Moreover, concerning vaccination in patients on palliative
care, CDC had already stated that the risk for severe disease
with COVID-19 increases with age, and with underlying medical
conditions. Their current recommendation is to prioritize this
subpopulation.
The presence of eosinophilia early during this patient’s
illness was intriguing, because despite its “protective role”
patient had a fatal outcome. Note that previous patient’s
lab tests did not reveal any eosinophilia. Consequently, this
eosinophilia may be a reaction to the vaccination per se and
probably preceded contraction of COVID-19. To support this,
Arun Nair et al. saw that patients with eosinophilia had a lower
level of CRP, milder clinical course and better disease outcomes
compared to those without eosinophilia, which was not the
patient’s case.
They mentioned a “protective role of eosinophils in
mitigating the severity of inflammatory diseases through an
inhibitory mechanism”. However, these findings need to be
confirmed by further prospective studies [3]. In addition, it
is notable that pulmonary eosinophilia is not part of the lung
pathology attributed to SARS-CoV-2 [4].
Moreover,
whether
cause

there’s

SARS-CoV-2

considerable
exposure

eosinophil-associated

concern

postvaccination

lung

pathology

about
would
through

immunopotentiation. However, this does not apply to our
patient.
Furthermore, only minimal lung involvement was seen in
this patient, who rather presented with a cardiorenal syndrome,
with a progression of the neurologic status leading to death.

Was there a delay in lung involvement due to vaccination? In
fact, it has been shown that there was no evidence of protection
until about 12 days after the first dose, but afterwards the
incidence of COVID-19 gets lower with time. Therefore, our
patient probably contracted COVID-19 when she still had no
protection from the vaccine itself and what she had was a
specific course of the disease itself. [5]. Also, Siren study did
not find a significant protection before 21days after BNT162b2
first dose [6]. So, we would say that there is no protection
within 12 days after the first dose, with a gradual improvement
thereafter before reaching 70% protection on the 21st day.
On top of the patient status, she also had severe
cardiovascular
involvement
from
COVID-19.
Indeed,
arrhythmias have been reported in COVID-19 cases (7 to 16.7%
of hospitalized patients) [7]. Atrial arrhythmias were the
most frequent (35%), with AF the most common one (21%).
Ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation were the least common
(4.8-5.6%) [8].
New-onset arrhythmias in COVID patients appear to
be associated with higher WBC, CPK and troponin levels,
suggesting an inflammatory stress causing myocardial injury.
A higher mortality was then observed among hospitalized
patients (~50%) [9], as arrhythmias increase by 2-folds the
all-cause mortality [7].
Moreover, the AF with elevation of cardiac enzymes, with
this clinical presentation are in favor of secondary ischemia or
Type 2-MI following a mismatch between myocardial oxygen
supply and demand over a severe AS, with a potential underlying
Coronary Artery Disease (CAD). The rapid decrease in troponin,
CPK and with CRP levels remaining low, add in favor of this
diagnosis, rather than a COVID-19 induced myocarditis [10].
Although coronary thrombosis is common in patients with
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severe COVID-19, but the clinical course, electrocardiogram
and echocardiography make it even more unlikely than
myocarditis in this patient. Cardiac MRI is the gold standard
for differentiating myocarditis from myocardial ischemia, but
the rapidly deteriorating clinical picture made its realization of
sole diagnostic interest and it was not available in the hospital.
In the end, vaccine-induced susceptibility to virus infection
have been documented for infections with different virus
families. Mechanisms are poorly understood. For vaccineinduced enhanced susceptibility to infection with certain
viruses has shown that Antibody-Dependent Enhancement
(ADE) plays an important role. There may be a delicate balance
between the induction of protective immunity and the induction
of enhanced susceptibility [11].

Conclusion
Cardiorenal syndrome with mild or no lung involvement
could be a possible outcome after a first dose of covid-19
vaccine. That is why masking and social distancing should be
maintained to prevent fully immunized subjects from acting as
human vectors to non-immunized ones.
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